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А/D, D/A, намена

микроконтролер обрађуjе дигиталне информациjе
“спољашњи свет” jе наjчешће аналоган:

фототранзистор
потенциометар
селсин !?
. . .

не поседуjу сви контролери А/D, D/A (цена)
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Digital/Analog Conversion

D/A конверзиjа

Чему служи? Шта подразумева?
Разматрамо jеднодимензионалне сигнале.
Не разматрамо слику!

Дигитални сигнал представљен са r бита B = (br−1 . . . b0)2,
где jе r ≥ 1, коjи се налази у опсегу [0, 2r − 1],

желимо да конвертуjемо у аналогну вредност V0.

Микроконтролери у општем случаjу имаjу мале или немаjу
никакве могућности генерисања аналогних излазаa.

aчита се немаjу, али . . .

Уколико апликациjа заjтева употребу D/A конвертора, наjчешће
се проблем мора решавати ван микроконтролераa.

a кључна реч наjчешће
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Digital/Analog Conversion

Аналогни излаз без D/A конвертора

употребом само jедног пина и jедног бита
користећи PWM (Pulse-Width Modulation)
однос сигнал пауза jе пропорционалан дигиталноj
вредности B
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2.4 Analog I/O
In the previous section, we have covered digital I/O. There, analog signals were mapped to two
discrete values 0 and 1. Although this is already very useful, there are situations in which the actual
voltage of the line transports information, for example when using a photo transistor as light sensor:
The voltage drop it produces at its output is directly proportional to the amount of light falling on the
transistor, and to adequately evaluate the sensor output, the microcontroller must deal with the analog
value. On the other hand, the microcontroller is inherently digital, so we need appropriate ways of
converting analog signals into the digital world and back again. This problem is addressed by the
analog module of the microcontroller.

In the following text, we will give an overview on analog interfacing techniques and problems. A
thorough treatment of this subject can be found for example in [Hoe94] or in [Bal01].

2.4.1 Digital/Analog Conversion

Since digital-to-analog conversion is a prerequisite for some analog-to-digital converters, we begin
with analog output. This means that we have an r-bit digital value B = (br−1 · · · b0)2, r ≥ 1, in the
range [0, 2r − 1] and want to generate a proportional analog value Vo.

Yet, as powerful as they are when it comes to analog input, microcontrollers often have little or
no analog output capabilities. So if the application requires a d/a converter, most of the time it has to
be fitted externally. Fortunately, it is fairly easy to construct a simple and cheap 1-bit d/a converter by
using a PWM (pulse-width modulation) output, see Section 2.6, in conjunction with an RC low-pass
filter. The idea here is to generate a PWM signal whose high time to period ratio is proportional to
the digital value B. The PWM signal is smoothened by the RC filter, resulting in an (average) analog
voltage that is proportional to the high time to period ratio of the PWM signal and hence to B, see
Figure 2.13. Of course, the resulting analog signal is delayed by the filter before it stabilizes, and it
does not show very good quality, as it will oscillate around the desired output voltage. Still, it will be
sufficient for some applications like motor control.
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Figure 2.13: Digital-to-analog conversion using a PWM signal and an RC low-pass filter; (a) circuit,
(b) output voltage in reaction to PWM signal.
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осцилациjе зависе од избора R и C , као и од периоде
PWM.

велики R и C →
{

мање осцилациjе
дуже време стабилизациjе

потребан jе прецизан таjмер за генерисање PWM сигнала.
користи се само jедан пин контролера
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binary-weighted resistors

Бинарни низ отпорника

r битни дигитални улаз
потребни прецизни отпорници
тешко остварљив у пракси

Vo = Vref

r∑

i=1

1
2i br−i
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The oscillation depends on R and C as well as on your choice of period; Figure 2.13 greatly
exaggerates the effect. To reduce the amount of oscillation, either make R and C larger (at the cost of
a longer stabilization time) or use a shorter period.

Disadvantages of using PWM are that you require a dedicated timer to generate the PWM signal
and that you need to wait for a few periods until the output signal stabilizes. As an advantage, the d/a
converter only uses up one single output pin.

A different way to achieve d/a conversion is to use a binary-weighted resistor circuit, see Fig-
ure 2.14. Here, we have an r-bit input which is converted into the appropriate analog output. To this
aim, each bit of the binary input switches its path between Vref and GND. The output voltage of the
circuit (for no output load) is given by

Vo = Vref ·
r∑

i=1

1

2i
br−i , (2.2)

where (br−1 · · · b0)2 is the digital value to be converted.

...

b 0

b 1

Vob r−1

R

R/2

R

R/2r−1

Figure 2.14: Digital-to-analog conversion based on a binary-weighted resistor circuit.

The main disadvantage of the binary-weighted resistor circuit is that it requires many different
resistor types with have to be high precision to keep the ratio correct. This is hard to achieve. As an
alternative, an R-2R resistor ladder can be employed, see Figure 2.15.

This type of DAC has the advantage that it only requires two types of resistors, R and 2R. The
output voltage of the ladder circuit is again given by Equation 2.2.

2.4.2 Analog Comparator
The simplest way to deal with analog inputs in a microcontroller is to compare them to each other
or to a known reference voltage. For example, the phototransistor we mentioned previously could
be used to implement a twilight switch, turning on a light whenever its output voltage indicates that
the ambient light level is below some threshold. For such purposes, some microcontrollers which
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R-2R resistor ladder

Модификациjа

r битни дигитални улаз
потребна само два типа
отпорника
лакше остварљив у пракси

Vo = Vref
B
2r
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Figure 2.15: Digital-to-analog conversion based on an R-2R resistor ladder.
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V2 −

+
O

Figure 2.16: Analog comparator.

feature an analog module include an analog comparator. Comparators are a bit like digital inputs, but
without a Schmitt-trigger and with a configurable threshold. The analog comparator has two analog
inputs and one (digital) output, see Figure 2.16. It simply compares the two input voltages V1 and V2

and sets its output to 1 if V1 > V2. For V1 ≤ V2, the output is set to 0.

The input voltages are either both from external analog signals, or one of them is an external signal
and the other is an internally generated reference voltage. The output of the comparator can be read
from a status register of the analog module. Furthermore, controllers generally allow an interrupt to
be raised when the output changes (rising edge, falling edge, any edge). The ATmega16 also allows
the comparator to trigger an input capture (see Section 2.6.2).

Like digital inputs, comparator outputs suffer from meta-stability. If the two compared voltages
are close to each other and/or fluctuate, the comparator output may also toggle repeatedly, which may
be undesired when using interrupts.

2.4.3 Analog/Digital Conversion
If the voltage value is important, for example if we want to use our photo transistor to determine
and display the actual brightness, a simple comparator is not sufficient. Instead, we need a way
to represent the analog value in digital form. For this purpose, many microcontrollers include an
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) which converts an analog input value to a binary value.

Operating Principle
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Figure 2.15: Digital-to-analog conversion based on an R-2R resistor ladder.
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feature an analog module include an analog comparator. Comparators are a bit like digital inputs, but
without a Schmitt-trigger and with a configurable threshold. The analog comparator has two analog
inputs and one (digital) output, see Figure 2.16. It simply compares the two input voltages V1 and V2

and sets its output to 1 if V1 > V2. For V1 ≤ V2, the output is set to 0.

The input voltages are either both from external analog signals, or one of them is an external signal
and the other is an internally generated reference voltage. The output of the comparator can be read
from a status register of the analog module. Furthermore, controllers generally allow an interrupt to
be raised when the output changes (rising edge, falling edge, any edge). The ATmega16 also allows
the comparator to trigger an input capture (see Section 2.6.2).

Like digital inputs, comparator outputs suffer from meta-stability. If the two compared voltages
are close to each other and/or fluctuate, the comparator output may also toggle repeatedly, which may
be undesired when using interrupts.

2.4.3 Analog/Digital Conversion
If the voltage value is important, for example if we want to use our photo transistor to determine
and display the actual brightness, a simple comparator is not sufficient. Instead, we need a way
to represent the analog value in digital form. For this purpose, many microcontrollers include an
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) which converts an analog input value to a binary value.

Operating Principle

поређење напона са референтним напоном
аутомат за светло са фототранзистором

када jе V1 > V0 излаз O = 1
када jе V1 ≤ V0 излаз O = 0
метастабилност када jе V1 ≈ V0 (не користи се Шмитово
коло)

нарочито у комбинациjи са прекидима
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Analog/Digital Conversion

Аналогно–Дигитална конверзиjа
„If the voltage value is important, for example if we want to use our photo
transistor to determine and display the actual brightness, a simple com-
parator is not sufficient. Instead, we need a way to represent the analog
value in digital form. For this purpose, many microcontrollers include an
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) which converts an analog input value to
a binary value.“a

aG. Gridling & B. Weiss, Introduction to Microcontrollers, Vienna Institute of Technology, 2007
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Figure 2.17: Basic idea of analog to digital conversion (r = 3, GND=0). (a) Mapping from analog
voltage to digital code words, (b) example input and conversion inaccuracies.

Figure 2.17 (a) shows the basic principle of analog-to-digital conversion. The analog input voltage
range [GND,Vref ] is parted into 2r classes, where r is the number of bits used to represent the digital
value. Each class corresponds to a digital code word from 0 to 2r − 1. The analog value is mapped
to the representative of the class, in our case the midpoint, by the transfer function. We call r the
resolution, but you will also find the term word width in the literature. Typical values for r are 8 or 10
bits, but you may also encounter 12 bit and more. The lsb of the digital value represents the smallest
voltage difference Vref/2

r that can be distinguished reliably. We call this value the granularity of
the a/d converter, but you will often find the term resolution in the literature6. The class width of
most classes corresponds to 1 lsb, with the exceptions of the first class (0.5 lsb) and the last class
(1.5 lsb). This asymmetry stems from the requirement that the representative of the code word 0
should correspond to 0 V, so the first class has only half the width of the other classes, whereas the
representative of the code word 2r − 1 should be Vref − 1 lsb to allow easy and compatible expansion
to more bits. To avoid the asymmetry, we could for example use the lower bound of the class as its
representative. But in this case, the worst case error made by digitization would be +1 lsb. If we use
the midpoint, it is only ± 0.5 lsb.

As you can see in Figure 2.17 (b), the conversion introduces some inaccuracies into the microcon-
troller’s view of the analog value. First of all, the mapping of the analog value into classes results in
information loss in the value domain. Fluctuations of the analog value within a class go unnoticed, for
instance both points (1) in the figure are mapped to the same code word 001. Naturally, this situation
can be improved by reducing the granularity. One way to achieve this is to make r larger, at the cost
of a larger word width. Alternatively, the granularity can be improved by lowering Vref , at the cost of
a smaller input interval.

Secondly, the conversion time, which is the time from the start of a conversion until the result of
this conversion is available, is non-zero. In consequence, we get a certain minimum sampling period

6Actually, “resolution” is used very frequently, whereas “granularity” is not a term generally used, it is more common
in clock synchronization applications. But to avoid confusion with the resolution in the sense of word width, we decided
to employ the term granularity here as well.
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Figure 2.17 (a) shows the basic principle of analog-to-digital conversion. The analog input voltage
range [GND,Vref ] is parted into 2r classes, where r is the number of bits used to represent the digital
value. Each class corresponds to a digital code word from 0 to 2r − 1. The analog value is mapped
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the a/d converter, but you will often find the term resolution in the literature6. The class width of
most classes corresponds to 1 lsb, with the exceptions of the first class (0.5 lsb) and the last class
(1.5 lsb). This asymmetry stems from the requirement that the representative of the code word 0
should correspond to 0 V, so the first class has only half the width of the other classes, whereas the
representative of the code word 2r − 1 should be Vref − 1 lsb to allow easy and compatible expansion
to more bits. To avoid the asymmetry, we could for example use the lower bound of the class as its
representative. But in this case, the worst case error made by digitization would be +1 lsb. If we use
the midpoint, it is only ± 0.5 lsb.

As you can see in Figure 2.17 (b), the conversion introduces some inaccuracies into the microcon-
troller’s view of the analog value. First of all, the mapping of the analog value into classes results in
information loss in the value domain. Fluctuations of the analog value within a class go unnoticed, for
instance both points (1) in the figure are mapped to the same code word 001. Naturally, this situation
can be improved by reducing the granularity. One way to achieve this is to make r larger, at the cost
of a larger word width. Alternatively, the granularity can be improved by lowering Vref , at the cost of
a smaller input interval.

Secondly, the conversion time, which is the time from the start of a conversion until the result of
this conversion is available, is non-zero. In consequence, we get a certain minimum sampling period

6Actually, “resolution” is used very frequently, whereas “granularity” is not a term generally used, it is more common
in clock synchronization applications. But to avoid confusion with the resolution in the sense of word width, we decided
to employ the term granularity here as well.

Шенонова теорема

fmax <
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2
=

1
2τs
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τs between two successive conversions, resulting in an information loss in the time domain7. Changes
of the value between two conversions are lost, as you can see at point (2) in the figure. The upper
bound on the maximum input frequency fmax that can be sampled and reconstructed by an ADC is
given by Shannon’s sampling theorem (Nyquist criterion):

fmax <
fs
2

=
1

2τs
(2.3)

The theorem states that the maximum input signal frequency fmax must be smaller than half the
sampling frequency fs. Obviously, this implies that for high input frequencies the minimum sampling
period τs, which depends on the conversion technique used, should be small.

Figure 2.18 shows a simple a/d converter as a black box. The AVCC and GND pins provide
the power supply for the converter. Vref provides the ADC with the maximum voltage used for
conversion, and on Vin the measurand is connected to the converter. An enable input and a trigger
input to start a new conversion complete the input part of our simple ADC. On the output side, we
have the converted value and a signal line which indicates a completed conversion.
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Figure 2.18: An ADC as a black box.

In the figure, the maximum voltage Vref , the reference voltage used for defining the conversion
interval, is provided on an external pin. However, some controllers also offer an internal reference
voltage. The ATmega16, for example, allows the user to choose between an internal 2.56 V reference
voltage, the (external) analog power supply voltage AVCC, or an external reference voltage. If the
analog input signal is greater than Vref , it is mapped to 2r− 1. More sophisticated a/d converters may
indicate such an overflow in a dedicated overflow bit. Likewise, a signal below GND is mapped to
the code 0.

Fluctuations of the input signal during a conversion can deteriorate the quality of the result, so in
order to keep the input signal stable during conversion, a sample/hold stage is used, see Figure 2.19.
At the start of the conversion, the capacitor is charged from the input signal. After a fixed time, it is
disconnected from the input signal and is used as input to the ADC itself, ensuring that the voltage
remains constant during conversion.

7Note that τs is not necessarily equal to the conversion time: Some converters allow to pipeline conversions, thus
achieving a τs that is shorter than the conversion time of a single value.

AVCC – напаjање
VREF – референтни напон
Vin – улазни напон
SC – Start Conversion bit
EN – adc ENable bit
CC – Conversion Completed
GND
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Vin
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Figure 2.19: Sample/hold stage of an a/d converter.

Conversion Techniques

There are several different techniques for analog-to-digital conversion. The simplest one is the flash
converter, see Figure 2.20.
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Figure 2.20: Operating principle of a flash converter.

The idea is very simple: The input voltage Vin is compared to several reference voltages Vref,i,
where

Vref,i =
Vref · (2i− 1)

2r+1
, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2r − 1. (2.4)

If the input voltage is higher than a particular reference voltage, then its comparator will output 1.
All comparator outputs are connected to a priority encoder which will output the binary number that
corresponds to the most significant bit that is set in the input value. The lsb of the encoder is connected
to 1, so if none of the comparators is active, the encoder will output the code word 0.

With the reference voltages of Equation 2.4, we again get a class width of 0.5 lsb for code 0, a
width of 1.5 lsb for code 2r − 2, and widths of 1 lsb for all other classes.

The major advantage of the flash converter, which lends it its name, is its speed: the conversion
is done in one step, all possible classes to which the input voltage may correspond are checked si-
multaneously. So its time complexity is O(1). However, the fast conversion is bought with enormous
hardware complexity: 2r− 1 comparators are required, and adding just one more bit to the code word
doubles the hardware requirements. Therefore, flash converters are rather expensive.
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Conversion Techniques

Технике конверзиjе

flash converter
tracking converter
successive approximation converter
. . .

Wilkinson ADC
integrating ADC
delta-encoded ADC (counter-ramp)
pipeline ADC (subranging quantizer)
sigma-delta ADC (delta-sigma ADC)
time-interleaved ADC
ADC with intermediate FM stage
. . .
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Flash Converter

Флеш А/D конвертор
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Figure 2.19: Sample/hold stage of an a/d converter.

Conversion Techniques

There are several different techniques for analog-to-digital conversion. The simplest one is the flash
converter, see Figure 2.20.
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Figure 2.20: Operating principle of a flash converter.

The idea is very simple: The input voltage Vin is compared to several reference voltages Vref,i,
where

Vref,i =
Vref · (2i− 1)

2r+1
, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2r − 1. (2.4)

If the input voltage is higher than a particular reference voltage, then its comparator will output 1.
All comparator outputs are connected to a priority encoder which will output the binary number that
corresponds to the most significant bit that is set in the input value. The lsb of the encoder is connected
to 1, so if none of the comparators is active, the encoder will output the code word 0.

With the reference voltages of Equation 2.4, we again get a class width of 0.5 lsb for code 0, a
width of 1.5 lsb for code 2r − 2, and widths of 1 lsb for all other classes.

The major advantage of the flash converter, which lends it its name, is its speed: the conversion
is done in one step, all possible classes to which the input voltage may correspond are checked si-
multaneously. So its time complexity is O(1). However, the fast conversion is bought with enormous
hardware complexity: 2r− 1 comparators are required, and adding just one more bit to the code word
doubles the hardware requirements. Therefore, flash converters are rather expensive.

брзина (flash)
цена
димензиjе

Vref ,i =
Vref · (2i − 1)

2r+1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ 2r − 1
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Tracking Converter
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A completely different concept is implemented in the tracking converter, see Figure 2.21.
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Figure 2.21: Operating principle of a tracking converter.

This converter is interesting in that it requires a d/a converter to achieve a/d conversion. The
principle is again very simple: The heart of the tracking converter is a counter which holds the current
digital estimate of the input voltage. The counter value is converted to an analog value by the DAC
and compared to the input voltage. If the input voltage is greater than the current counter value, then
the counter is incremented, otherwise it is decremented.
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t

Vin

t

(a) (b)

Figure 2.22: A tracking converter in action.

As you can see in Figure 2.22 (a), the tracking converter requires a long time until it catches the
signal, but once it has found the signal, its conversion time is pretty fast. Unfortunately, this is only
true for a slowly changing signal. If the signal changes too fast, as depicted in part (b) of the figure,
then the converter again spends most of its time tracking the signal. Only the points where the count
direction changes are correct conversion values.

Since the worst case time complexity of the tracking converter is O(2r), it is too slow for many
applications.

By slightly changing the operating principle of the tracking converter, we get the successive ap-
proximation converter shown in Figure 2.23.

користи DA конвертор за AD конверзиjу
исувише спор за већину апликациjа
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direction changes are correct conversion values.

Since the worst case time complexity of the tracking converter is O(2r), it is too slow for many
applications.

By slightly changing the operating principle of the tracking converter, we get the successive ap-
proximation converter shown in Figure 2.23.
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Successive Approximation Converter
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Figure 2.23: Operating principle of a successive approximation converter.

As you can see, the only difference is that the counter was exchanged for a successive approxi-
mation register (SAR). The SAR implements a binary search instead of simply counting up or down:
When a conversion is started, the msb in the SAR (b2r−1) is set and the resulting analog value is
compared to the input voltage. If the input is greater than that voltage, b2r−1 is kept, otherwise it is
cleared. Then the next bit b2r−2 is set, and so on, until the last bit. After r comparisons, the value in
the SAR corresponds to the input voltage. Figure 2.24 demonstrates the operation.
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Figure 2.24: A successive approximation register in action (r=3).

The successive approximation converter with its linear time complexity of O(r) is a good com-
promise between the speed of the flash converter and the simplicity of the tracking converter. Another
advantage over the tracking converter is that its conversion time does not depend on the input voltage
and is in fact constant. To avoid errors during conversion due to a changing input signal, a sample/hold
stage is required.

Successive approximation converters are commonly used in microcontrollers.

Kористи SAR уместо DAC
Бинарно претраживање уместо инкрементирања и
декрементирања
Константно време конверзиjе
Често се користи у микроконтролерима
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and is in fact constant. To avoid errors during conversion due to a changing input signal, a sample/hold
stage is required.

Successive approximation converters are commonly used in microcontrollers.
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Conversion Errors

Грешке конверзиjе

Квантиозациона грешка

C (Vin) = min
{⌊

Vin − GND
Vref − GND

· 2r + 0.5
⌋
, 2r − 1

}

у идеалном случаjу jе 1 lsb

у реалноj примени грешка jе већа:
оffset error
gain error
DNL (Differential Non-Linearity) error
INL (Integral Non-Linearity) error
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Грешке конверзиjе
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Errors

As we have already mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, the digital representation of an analog
value is not exact. The output code C(Vin), GND ≤ Vin ≤ Vref , of the ideal transfer function is

C(Vin) = min
{⌊ Vin − GND

Vref − GND
· 2r + 0.5

⌋
, 2r − 1

}
, (2.5)

so at the very least, its accuracy will be limited to ± 0.5 lsb due to the quantization error. However,
the actual accuracy, which is the difference of the actual transfer function from the ideal one, may be
even worse. Figure 2.25 depicts the errors that an a/d converter can exhibit.
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D=+0.4 lsb, I=+0.2 lsb
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Figure 2.25: Common errors found in the output function of an a/d converter. (a) Offset error, (b)
gain error, (c) DNL error and INL error. Function (c) has been moved down slightly to better show
the difference to the ideal function.

The simplest such error is the offset error. Here, the output function has a non-zero offset, that is,
its midpoints have a constant offset from the midpoints of the ideal transfer function while the step
size is exactly the same as that of the ideal function. Since this offset is constant, it is fairly easy
to remove, and some a/d converters even offer built-in offset correction mechanisms you can use to
remove an offset.

Another error that can be corrected quite easily is the gain error, where the step size of the actual
transfer function differs by a constant value from the step size of the ideal function. As a result,
the output function’s gradient diverges from the ideal gradient. Again, some converters offer built-in
support for gain adjustment.

More problematic is the differential non-linearity (DNL) , which arises when the actual step size
deviates from the ideal step size by a non-constant value. The DNL error (DNLE) states the (worst
case) deviation of the actual step size from the ideal step size. Since the step sizes are variable, we
need a table to correct the error.

A related error is the integral non-linearity (INL) , which gives the (worst case) deviation of code
midpoints from the ideal midpoints. Theoretically, all three errors mentioned above can result in an
INL error (INLE), but the INLE is normally computed after compensating for offset and gain errors

Slika : Типичне грешке конверзиjе a/d конвертора. (a) Offset error,
(b) gain error(грешка поjачања), (c) DNL error and INL error.
Функциjа (c) jе намерно померена доле како би се лакше уочила
разлика у односу на идеалну функциjу..
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Usage

Практична примена ADC

Уобичаjено 4–16 аналогних улазних канала
Више канала се не може истовремено очитавати 1

Старт конверзиjе може задати корисник, али и други
извори trigger-а
Често постоjи непрекидни мод (i-конв. готова, почиње i+1)

Конверзиjа има своjе траjање
За конверзиjу jе потребан сигнал такта (властити или спољ.)

Скалирање такта – може бити потребно
Сувише брз такт, нетачна конверзиjа
Краj конверзиjе: резултат → регистар
10-битни конвертор, 8-битна архитектура?
Напон ван опсега: lsb, msb или траjно оштећење

1Одабере се канал и започне конверзиjа. По завршетку конверзиjе
читамо резултат и инициjализуjемо следећи канал.
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Differential/Bipolar Conversion

Диференциjална и двострана АД конверзиjа

Директно упоређивање два сигнала
Неки контролери нуде диференциjални улаз
Улазни опсег [−Vref /2, Vref /2] → негативне вредности

За представљане нег. броjева →
{

други комплемент
excess representation

Подесиво поjачање
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Differential/Bipolar Conversion

Up to now, we have always assumed a single-ended conversion, where the analog input voltage is
compared to GND. But sometimes, we are interested in the difference between two input signals and
would like to compare them directly. To compare two external analog signals V+ and V−, some
ADCs offer differential inputs, where the difference V+ − V− is used as input to the converter.

With differential channels, the question about the range of the input signal arises. Our single-
ended channels all were unipolar, that is, the input voltage was in the range [GND,Vref ], and the
output code was positive in the range of [0, 2r − 1]. A voltage outside the allowed input range was
simply mapped to the bound. With differential channels, it may be desirable to have an input range
of [−Vref/2,Vref/2] and to allow negative values. As an example, think about a temperature sensor
which measures temperatures within [−50,+100]◦C. To calibrate this sensor, you could set up a
reference voltage that corresponds to 0◦C and use a differential channel in bipolar mode.

Bipolar mode implies that the conversion input is in the range of [−Vref/2,Vref/2] and hence may
be negative. To represent a negative conversion result, ADCs use either two’s complement represen-
tation or excess representation.

Excess Representation
You remember the two’s complement representation? There, zero was represented by (0 · · · 0)2,
positive numbers were simply represented by their binary form, and negative numbers were
derived by inverting the positive number and adding 1. This is one way to represent an integer
range within [−2n−1, 2n−1 − 1] in n bit.
Another way to represent such a range would be to simply assign (0 · · · 00)2 to the smallest
number −2n−1, (0 · · · 01)2 to −2n−1 + 1 and so on, until (1 · · · 11)2 for 2n−1 − 1. Zero would
be (10 · · · 0)2. This form of representation is called excess representation.
If we compare the two forms of representation, we find an interesting relationship between
them (n = 3):

value two’s complement excess
3 011 111
2 010 110
1 001 101
0 000 100
-1 111 011
-2 110 010
-3 101 001
-4 100 000

As you can see, in two’s complement, the most significant bit indicates the sign of the number.
Interestingly, it also does so in excess representation, only the sign bit is inverted. So if you
want to convert between two’s complement and excess representation, you only have to toggle
the sign bit.

Differential inputs sometimes use only a fraction of the available input range of [−Vref/2,Vref/2].
As we have already discussed, a lot of the input range would go to waste while the remaining range
would suffer from unnecessarily coarse granularity. To avoid this problem, ADCs offer gain am-
plification, where the input signal is amplified with a certain gain before it is converted. The ADC
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